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t is widely known that
biodiesel properties are
entwined with the origin of
their fatty acids, which are

Fatty Acid Methyl Esters
(FAMEs). The composition
of FAMEs produced from
a variety of feedstocks
(e.g. rapeseed, soybean,

properties and CFPP (cold
for B100 and FAME extended
diesel blends (Bx fuels).
Characterising the typical
FAME in regards to their
noticed that higher saturate
levels indicate higher cloud
point, higher base CFPP
and also worse response to

animal fat or used kitchen oil)
other hand, higher levels of

unsaturates have a negative
impact on oxidative stability
for B100 and Bx fuels.

fuel. When used in this way,
initially FAME (B100) needs

How does BDFI
technology solve the
inconveniences of FAME
blending, handling and
transportation?

country. Some FAMEs impact
negatively on a diesel fuel’s

Nowadays, FAME is
typically used as a blend
biocomponent for diesel

on quality and quantity of
FAMEs added to the Bx
blend. The solution to this
problem is an exclusive and
high quality BDFI. BDFIs help
in achieving the necessary
CFPP in B100 and Bx blends
to run in diesel engines during
winter periods, ensuring
vehicle operability, preventing
wax settling, meeting cold

oxidative properties of the

both the physical properties
and the responsiveness to
additives. The main factor
determining esters’ properties
is the relative amount of
saturated and unsaturated
fatty acids contained in the
source of FAME. Higher
levels of saturates have a

by a FAME producers’
customers and increasing

FAME Typical Cold flow Characteristics

selection including double
counting FAMEs like used
kitchen oil (UKOME) for
renewable energy credits

FAME typical cold flow characteristics
Cloud Point

CFPP base

Saturates
Level (%)

Rape Seed ME (RME)

-1 / -3

-9 / -14

6/8

Sun Flower ME (SunME)

-3 / -5

-5 / -6

11 / 13

Soya ME (SoyME)

+3 / 0

-4 / -7

14 / 17

Used Kitchen Oil Ester
(UKOE)

+2 / 0

-4 / -7

14 / 17

+10 / +17

+8 / +15

40 / 50

Palm ME (PME)
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settling performance and

numbers (RINs) in the US
(similar incentives are not
available in every country).
The other circumstances
where BDFIs are an excellent
solution are handling and
transportation of FAMEs

been successfully used to
allow pumping FAMEs at
temperatures below the
natural FAME pour point.
Another issue in FAME
handling is the uniformity of
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product quality connected
with wax anti-settling
performance. If FAME is
exposed to cold temperatures,
the saturated fatty acid
esters can settle during
transportation and storage
leading to potential product
quality issues. The seven
day cyclic wax settling test
was designed to evaluate
this tendency and results
show that Infineum BDFIs
can provide excellent wax
anti-settling performance
to ensure uniformity of
FAME during operation.

7 days cyclic wax settling test results

RME

RME/SoyME

Quantity and quality of
FAME in extended diesel
blends (e.g. B7, B20,
B30 etc.)
The impact of FAME on
CFPP depends on the FAME
Competitor
Infineum
quantity and quality. The
Additive
BDFI
addition of smaller quantities
(e.g. ≤7%) of FAME with low
Performance you can rely on.
2
levels of saturates to treated
fuels generally has a small
& PME) or more than 7%
impact on CFPP. In this case,
of lower saturated FAME
any loss of CFPP can be
can have a more significant
corrected by increasing the
impact. For B20 blends and
level of Cold Flow additive
above the use of Infineum
(e.g. increasing the middle
BDFI (rather than MDFI) is
distillate flow improver treatlikely to be required for CFPP
rate at the refinery or using
correction. The best solution
FAME treated with BDFI).
is Infineum R138 with its
However, the addition of
robust CFPP performance
FAME with higher levels of
with saturated FAME, as
saturates (e.g. TME, UKOME
presented on the chart.
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Vehicle operability of
FAME extended diesel (Bx)
The choice of FAME source
will also affect the impact
on the vehicle operability of
the final fuel. Operability (as
measured by an operability
rig or vehicle testing) should
also be considered before
committing to a Bx blend
when using an unusual or

Competitor
Additive B
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Infineum® R138 CFPP Response in B20 blends
(various saturated FAME sources)
Infineum R138 CFPP response in B20 blends
(various saturated FAME sources)

Competitor
Additive A

highly saturated FAME or
high levels of FAME. In these
circumstances, BDFI treated
FAME can restore the loss of
operability seen due to the
addition of FAME. To provide
the most effective tailor-made
solution, the compatibility of
BDFI and ex-refinery diesel
has to be confirmed. That’s
why, when introducing a new
FAME composition into Bx,
tripartite work between the
FAME supplier, the refinery
and BDFI supplier like
Infineum is recommended. l

For more information:
This article was written by Katarzyna
Grabowska, Fuel Additives Laboratory,
Oil & Gas Division, Brenntag Polska.
Email: katarzyna.grabowska@
brenntag.pl
Visit: www. Brenntag.pl
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